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Abstract: 25 
To avoid a devastating effect of eye vision impairment on the information flow from the eye to our 26 
brain, enormous effort is being put during the last decades into the development of more sensitive 27 
diagnostics and more efficient therapies of retinal tissue. While morphology can be impressively 28 
imaged by Optical Coherence Tomography, molecular-associated pathology information can be 29 
provided almost exclusively by auto-fluorescence-based methods. Among the latter, the recently 30 
developed Fluorescence lifetime imaging ophthalmoscopy (FLIO) has the potential to provide both 31 
structural information and interacting pictures at the same time. The requirements for FLIO laser 32 
sources are almost orthogonal to the laser sources used in phototherapy that is expected to follow-up 33 
the FLIO diagnostics. To make theranostics more effective and cheaper, the complete system would 34 
need to couple at least the modalities of low power high repetition rate FLIO and precision high-pulse 35 
energy adjustable repetition rate phototherapy. In addition, the intermediate power high repetition 36 
rate for two-photon excitation would also be desired to increase the depth resolution. In our work, 37 
compact fiber-laser-based on high-speed gain-switched laser diode has been shown to achieve 38 
adaptable / independently tunable repetition rate and energy per pulse allowing coupled fluorescence 39 
lifetime diagnostics via two-photon excitation and phototherapy via laser-induced photodisruption on 40 
a local molecular environment in a complex ex-vivo retinal tissue. 41 
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1 Introduction 45 

Remarkable progress in the development of advanced retinal diagnostics and therapies has been done 46 
in the last decade to provide better sensitivity and specificity for detecting retinal pathologies and to 47 
minimize the potential risks for damaging the targeted tissue.  48 

Two large families of diagnostic methods evolved, the first based on detecting retinal fluorescence in 49 
the visual part of the spectrum called Fundus Autofluorescence (FAF) [1,2] and the second based on 50 
the interferometric imaging of retinal layers with NIR light called Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) 51 
[3]. Although, OCT has been developed to an impressive (even 3D) imaging tool [4], its physical 52 
background, i.e. interference of the light differently scattered from different tissue structures, hinders 53 
more specific identification of the physiologies or pathologies particularly present in the aging retina 54 
[5]. On the contrary, FAF being sensitive to the local molecular environment [6] can provide besides 55 
morphological more indicative pathology-related information. One of the latest developments based 56 
on FAF is fluorescence lifetime imaging ophthalmoscopy (FLIO), implemented by Heidelberg 57 
Engineering [7–9], or custom FLIO systems [10,11]. The method can monitor changes in environmental 58 
parameters such as recognizing and identifying the early stages of diabetic retinopathy (DR) [8] or age-59 
related macular degeneration (AMD) [12,13] and can provide  metabolic mapping [14] unravelling 60 
various macular and retinal diseases [15]. The instrumentation relies on the sub-picosecond pulsed 61 
lasers with high repetition rates from few MHz [16] to few tens of MHz [17], encompassing typical 62 
rates of mode-locked oscillators and fast detection electronics [18] for FLIO resolution of nearly 100 ps.  63 

Current therapeutic techniques, unlike diagnostics, employ lasers with pulse duration typically orders 64 
of magnitude longer, from µs for Selective Retina Therapy (SRT) [19,20] to ms for Pan Retinal 65 
Photocoagulation (PRT) [21]. By low repetition rates and high energy per pulse or fluence (see the 66 
schematics in Fig. 1) they provide enough thermal effect for the therapy being effective. However, due 67 
to strong absorption on the highly absorbing retinal epithelium, the local dispersion of thermal effects 68 
is still rather poorly defined and typically widespread causing additional complications in adjacent 69 
tissue [22]. To better localize the therapeutic effect, laser pulses should in principle be faster, e.g. 70 
below µs, but still with enough energy per pulse to deliver efficient therapy. Thus, the technology 71 
based on nanosecond laser pulses has been recently developed with already some success in clinical 72 
trials to prevent progression of the degeneration processes in AMD [23]. Furthermore, with the 73 
development of femtosecond laser technology and its high ability to generate therapeutic effects with 74 
markedly less energy per pulse, new possibilities emerged for the modern biomedical field. A few 75 
successful clinical therapies have already been applied to corneal eye tissues, where such short pulses 76 
can produce various non-linear, photo-disruptive optical effects [24].  77 

To exploit the best of the described diagnostics and therapy approaches, the great challenge in the 78 
field still lies in developing the adaptive system combining both, diagnostics and adaptive therapy at 79 
the same time and not in a sequential way. Such theranostic principle would enable more localized 80 
targeting and after-treatment-pulse diagnostics, not being possible with current systems. 81 

The goal of our work was thus to overcome the current limitations of the retinal diagnostic and 82 
therapeutic laser sources and boost the development of a more universal laser source concept and its 83 
application. One direction is high power mode-locked fs laser technology (Ti:Sapphire), which was 84 
already shown promising for diagnostics with the ability to do two-photon excitation FLIO [11,15] and 85 
could as well be promising for the therapy if enough energy of high repetition pulses is accumulated. 86 
However, the lasers lack the flexibility in terms of an adjustable repetition rate to be able to increase 87 
energy per pulse needed for efficient therapy and are rather complex, making them particularly 88 
expensive. 89 

To address this challenge, we herein present the design and application of the recently developed ps 90 
compact fiber laser in near-IR based on a gain switched laser diode, capable of pre-diagnostics, therapy 91 



and post-diagnostics done on ex-vivo human retinal samples. The system enables to couple the 92 
modalities of low pulse energy-high repetition rate (40 MHz) two-photon excitation for diagnostics 93 
(FLIO) and high pulse energy-low repetition rate (1 kHz) for photo-disruptive induced therapy. The laser 94 
system has been implemented into the modular nonlinear microscopy setup, allowing near-IR two-95 
photon excitation and fast detection for FLIO.  96 

 97 
Fig. 1. Laser parameter space. The part of the parameter space of the standard 2PE imaging lasers is denoted 98 
with orange line and shade. The data from the literature on laser sources used in photocoagulation therapy 99 
[19,21,25–31] is denoted with black dots emphasized inside the grey shaded area. Blue lines and shades denote 100 
the part of the parameter space covered by the master-oscillator power-amplifier gain-switched fiber laser, with 101 
an additional area reached by burst mode operation. 102 

2 Experimental setups 103 

2.1 Laser source 104 

The master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA) gain-switched (GS) fiber laser source, shown in top the 105 
right corner of Fig. 2, is a compact all-fiber MOPA where a gain-switched distributed-feedback (DFB) 106 
laser diode (λ = 1062 nm) is used to generate laser pulses as short as 65 ps at up to 40 MHz repetition 107 
rate [32]. Key parts of the laser system are seed source and especially its driver and fiber-coupled AOM. 108 
Seed source driver is capable of generating sub ns electrical pulses with high amplitude (over 50 V) at 109 
a high repetition rate. These two parameters (pulse duration and amplitude) are the key in order to 110 
achieve a short optical pulse duration (down to 65 ps) while driving standard DFB laser diode. To reach 111 
relatively high optical pulse energy it is required to maintain adequate signal to noise (S/N) ratio of the 112 
optical signal in the laser amplifiers chain at a low repetition rate. Another key component is a high-113 
speed electronic circuit that precisely synchronizes and controls both seed driver and AOM as well as 114 
the laser pump system. As a result, the laser repetition rate can be set in a broad range from 40 MHz 115 
to 1 kHz [33] and the output pulse energy can be set from a few nJ to approximately 15 µJ 116 
independently of the repetition rate. The concept allows the laser to operate in a burst mode that 117 
includes compensation of the saturation effect appearing in the amplifier chain. Consequently, the 118 
energy of almost every individual pulse can be set independently within a certain time slot. Therefore, 119 
the high flexibility and beam quality of this laser enable the use of the same laser for diagnostics as 120 
well as for therapeutics. While laser systems with equal or even better properties exist, such as Spirit 121 
by Spectra-Physics or Pharos by Light Conversion, the complexity of those sources manifests in a higher 122 
up-front price and lower reliability compared to the MOPA fiber laser prototype. 123 

2.2 Multi-photon imaging system 124 



A multi-photon multimodal laser-scanning imaging system (Abberior Instruments) was used for ex-vivo 125 
studies of human retinal tissue (see the schematic on Fig. 2). The compact imaging system is composed 126 
of more fluorescence excitation units: one-photon excitation (100 ps pulsed lasers at 561 nm and 127 
640 nm with repetition rate up to 80 MHz and a max output of 200 µW) and two-photon excitation 128 
(MOPA GS fiber laser with 65 ps pulse length at 1062 nm with tuneable repetition rate 1 kHz - 40 MHz 129 
and maximum output power of up to 15 W). Additional femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser (Chameleon, 130 
Coherent) was installed for complementary experiments of two-photon excitation. Various photon 131 
counter detectors were used to detect the fluorescence: two avalanche photodiodes (APD, SPCM-132 
AQRH, Excelitas), each for the individual one-photon excitation laser with the fluorescence recording 133 
within spectral bands 580 – 625 nm and 655 – 720 nm (filters by Semrock), and 16-channel PMT 134 
detectors (PML-16-GaAsP, Hamamatsu) accompanied with a time-correlated single-photon counter 135 
unit (TCSPC-SPC-150, Becker&Hickl) to acquire additional hyperspectral information of fluorescence 136 
decays (tuneable 200 nm range in visible spectra). An additional band-pass filter was mounted to 137 
prevent scattered or reflected light entering the detectors. Experiments were performed using a 10x 138 
and 60x magnification objectives with the numerical apertures of NA = 0.3 and NA = 1.2 (both 139 
Olympus). Images were performed as well with the wide-field illumination using LED source of the 140 
wavelength 400 nm and CCD camera. Images using laser scanning system were obtained by fast galvo 141 
scanning (Quad Scanner, Abberior Instruments) with a pixel dwell time of max. 10 µs and with more 142 
accumulations over predefined scan region in case of low sample signal. Total scan time varied from 143 
few seconds to few minutes.   144 
Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) was recorded with TCSPC [34] synchronized with the laser 145 
excitation through fast FPGA communication. The complete fluorescence decay curve was recorded in 146 
each image pixel separately. In order to gain a sufficient number of detected counts and thus good S/N 147 
ratio, pixel binning had to be used. To obtain a good temporal resolution of the fluorescence decay 148 
when low signal counts were detected, we have chosen a conservatively higher binning in order to 149 
preserve reasonable spatial resolution. Typical binning when acquiring an image with 256 x 256 pixels 150 
and with sufficient signal was set to 2, while in the case of low signal a few times more. The curve 151 
fitting using bi-exponential fit was done with software package SPCImage (Becker&Hickl). Fitted 152 
parameters were represented with color-coded maps and accompanying histograms. Data is focused 153 
on representing the average fluorescence decay time (τm). 154 



 155 

Fig. 2. Scheme of the optical setup. Laser sources are shown in orange color, detection modules in green color. 156 
Theranostic study on the ex-vivo human retina was mainly focused on using two-photon ps laser source with 157 
tunable repetition rate (MOPA GS fiber laser) and multi-channel PMT detector with time-correlated single-photon 158 
counter (B&H). D – dichroic; DR – dichroic removable; FC – filter cube; M – mirror; BP – bandpass filter; N – notch 159 
filter. 160 

2.3 Sample preparation 161 

Theranostics studies were performed on ex-vivo human retinal tissue. Samples were taken from the 162 
enucleated eyes of the patients with severe illness in compliance with national legislation and with the 163 
written approval of the patients. Surgical scissors and razor blade were used to separate anterior from 164 
the posterior eye segment. The posterior part of an eye excluding vitreous was placed into formalin 165 
fixative for 2 hours at the room temperature and preserved at 4 °C prior measurements. 166 

 167 

3 Results 168 

3.1 Quantification of two-photon excitation capability of MOPA GS fiber laser 169 

To quantify the ability for two-photon excitation to perform diagnostics, a comparison was done with 170 
the standard two-photon excitation source (mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser; Chameleon, Coherent) 171 
(Fig. 3, left) using the same near-IR excitation wavelength 1062 nm. The study was performed on the 172 
biological sample of the in-vitro epithelium model composed of epithelial cell line LA4 labelled with 173 
rhodamine B based membrane probe with good two-photon absorption cross-section. 174 

In brief, two-photon excitation is strongly dependent on the peak photon density or photon flux that 175 
can be in principal reached by the ultrashort fs to ps laser pulses. Since the electron excitation from 176 
the ground to the first excited state is done via an intermediate, very short-lived forbidden energy 177 
state, the same molecule must absorb two photons in virtually no time, which demands high photon 178 
flux. Based on the generally accepted perception, pulse durations of few tens of ps, typical for our 179 



MOPA GS fiber laser, would be considered insufficient for the non-linear two-photon excitation. 180 
However, it can be seen from Fig. 3, that MOPA GS fiber laser (set at a 40 MHz repetition rate) can 181 
effectively excite fluorescent molecules by two-photon excitation despite an approximately 10-times 182 
lower peak photon density (j) compared to the classical mode-locked fs laser (t = 100 fs, ν = 80 MHz). 183 
The threshold intensity for two-photon excitation for MOPA GS fiber laser (assuming on 1% of photons 184 
detected; Ncounts/Npulses) was estimated to be approximately j = 5*108 W/cm2. The comparison of the 185 
experimental parameters between implemented laser systems is shown in the bottom. 186 

 187 

Fig. 3. Quantitative comparison of two-photon excitation using standard fs and MOPA ps pulsed laser on epithelial 188 
cells in-vitro model labelled with 200 µl 10-5 M rhodamine based membrane probe. Image size is 500*500 pixels 189 
with pixel dwell time of 10 µs. Focal plane moved slightly between the two acquisitions measurements. Scale bar 190 
is 10 µm. 191 

 192 

3.2 Quantification of two-photon diagnostics of MOPA GS fiber laser on ex-vivo retinal tissue 193 

Since MOPA GS fiber laser was found appropriate for two-photon excitation, we have then tested its 194 
applicability on the relevant sample of ex-vivo retinal tissue. Besides performing conventional FAF, we 195 
have tested the capability of fluorescence lifetime imaging which can provide besides morphological 196 
also functional information, essential for any diagnostics.  197 

FLIM analysis was done by fitting the fluorescence decay curve fm (t) with the convolution integral 198 
between the instrument response function (IRF) and the double-exponential decay model f (t): 199 

𝑓𝑚(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑡)𝐼𝑅𝐹(𝑡 − 𝜏)
𝑡

𝜏=0

𝑑𝜏 200 

𝑓(𝑡) =  𝑎1𝐸𝑥𝑝(−𝑡/𝜏1) + 𝑎2𝐸𝑥𝑝(−𝑡/𝜏2) 201 

Relative amplitudes (a1 and a2) and the lifetimes (τ1 and τ2) of the exponential decay were used to 202 
calculate the descriptive mean lifetime τm as:  203 

𝜏𝑚 =
𝑎1𝜏1+𝑎2𝜏2

𝑎1+𝑎2
. 204 

As shown in Fig. 4, τm decreases significantly at the vessel site, measured both with one-photon as well 205 
as two-photon excitation using MOPA GS fiber laser. The corresponding fits of the decay curves on 206 



vessel site and surrounding neural retinal tissue are shown in the inset of the Fig. 4d. τm at vessel site 207 
was measured 500 ± 50 ps while in the surrounding neural retinal tissue 1400 ± 100 ps. From the 208 
images, one can also see that the τm varies across the blood vessel enabling detection of the vessel 209 
morphology. Finally, the results nicely show the comparison of the resolution and the sensitivity 210 
between one-photon and two-photon excitation. 211 

 212 

Fig. 4. Comparison of fluorescence lifetime imaging using one-photon and two-photon laser excitation. Better 213 
axial resolution was acquired using two-photon MOPA GS fiber laser with a few times lower S/N ratio. a) The 214 
vessel of a fixed ex-vivo human retina imaged with wide-field LED illumination. b) The same region imaged with 215 
one-photon (labelled 1-phot) laser scanning showing fluorescence lifetime using PMT detector and TCSPC unit 216 
(B&H). c) Schematics of excitation volumes of one-photon and two-photon laser sources. d) Two-photon 217 
fluorescence lifetime (labelled 2-phot) imaged at different axial planes using MOPA GS fiber laser. The 218 
fluorescence lifetime was fitted with two components, τm representing the mean lifetime. Laser parameters were 219 
Pavg = 50 µW with 50 MHz repetition rate for one-photon and Pavg = 400 mW with 40 MHz repetition rate for two-220 
photon. The image resolution is 128*128 with 2 µm/pixel. Scale bar is 100 µm. 221 

 222 

3.3 Quantification of two-photon diagnostics and therapy of MOPA GS fiber laser on ex-vivo retinal 223 
tissue  224 

Next, MOPA GS fiber laser has been employed to do subsequent diagnostics and therapy on the same 225 
sample site. Theranostics was performed on the retinal epithelial layer (RPE) on two different sites (Fig. 226 
5) with different therapy settings. FLIM based pre-diagnostics was followed by an adaptive low-227 
frequency operation therapeutic laser targeted to the regions shown within white dotted rectangles. 228 
By pre-diagnostics, local regions with lower measured τm have been attributed to higher local  melanin 229 
content (marked with red color) since it is well known that melanin has up to 50% shorter lifetime than 230 
surrounding lipofuscin [35]. To perform the therapy, pulse fluence was selected to induce first a 231 
noticeable and second, a significant local structural damage (Fig. 5, lower experiment). 40-times higher 232 
fluence was needed in comparison to diagnostics pulses, that is 0.5 J/cm2 for first experiment and 233 
1 J/cm2 for the second. The corresponding pulse energies were 0.1 µJ and 0.2 µJ. By post-diagnostics 234 
analysis, areas that were affected by the therapeutic pulses inside the therapy region have changed 235 
structurally as well as functionally shown by FLIM analysis. The difference is more pronounced in the 236 
experiment shown in the bottom (Fig. 5, 3rd column). The main changes are seen through the local 237 



shifts in τm, presented in histograms (Fig. 5, 4th column)and through the partial disappearance of the 238 
RPE region, the effect known for a successful selective retinal therapy (SRT) that can be a consequence 239 
of either the cell death [36] or the local laser ablation [37]. 240 

 241 

 242 

Fig. 5. Diagnostics and therapy of targeted fixed human RPE using the same MOPA GS fiber two-photon laser 243 
using low and high magnification objectives. The regions of laser treatment are denoted with white rectangles. 244 
The pre- and post-diagnostics was analyzed by calculating τm. Sites affected by treatment pulses) are clearly 245 
visible as seen on the presented difference. The average laser power was the same for diagnostics and treatment 246 
(Pavg ≈ 100mW and Pavg ≈ 200mW), while the fluence and the energy per pulse were 40-times higher for the 247 
treatment (εpulse ≈ 0.5 J/cm2; Epulse≈ 0.1 µJ and εpulse ≈ 1 J/cm2; Epulse≈ 0.2 µJ). The total treatment time at each 248 
region was 30 s. The total diagnostics time was 100 s. Scale bar is 20 µm.  249 

 250 

4 Discussion 251 

The results presented in Fig. 4 nicely show the comparison of two-photon MOPA GS fiber laser with 252 
the one-photon diode laser regarding the resolution and the sensitivity. MOPA GS fiber laser can 253 
achieve almost the same spatial resolution of the fluorescence lifetime τm compared to one-photon 254 
excitation (see the vessel region on Fig. 4b and d). However, significantly higher S/N ratio was acquired 255 
using one-photon excitation, originating in a much higher photon absorption probability, compared to 256 
the two-photon nonlinear process [38]. Thus, the energy of the two-photon laser necessary to acquire 257 
relevant FLIM images with the similar sensitivity of retinal vessels was relatively high, but still below 258 
the threshold for altering the tissue or the therapeutic effect.  259 

On the other hand, two-photon laser enabled the detection of the retinal structures at higher depths 260 
and with better axial resolution (see the marked red region). We could locate the vessel and the nearby 261 
pathology clearly at different axial planes, not observed with the one-photon laser, where both 262 
structures seem to be in the same axial plane (Fig. 4b and d). This is attributed to more localized 263 
excitation volume schematically represented in Fig. 4c. 264 

With both lasers, τm at vessel site was measured 500 ± 50 ps while in the surrounding neural retinal 265 
tissue 1400 ± 100 ps. Low τm at the vessel site is mainly due to hemoglobin presence which contributes 266 
to short fluorescence decay component τ1, calculated 270 ± 30 ps, which is in a good agreement with 267 
the results published recently [39]. Measured lifetime components in the surrounding neural retinal 268 
tissue, τ1 = 600 ± 100 ps and τ2 = 2500 ± 300 ps, on the other hand partially match with the ones in the 269 



published data [35]. τ2 agrees very nicely with the known lifetimes of the most abundant endogenous 270 
molecules, such as FAD, collagen, and lipofuscin, while τ1 was measured longer compared to the 271 
literature. This could be attributed to changes in the intrinsic fluorescence properties due to chemical 272 
fixation that can cause an increase in fluorescence lifetime [40,41]. However, the fixation of the tissues 273 
preserves metabolic contrast, the relationship of the lifetimes, and thus the functional information. 274 

The presented applicability of the adaptive MOPA GS fiber laser for retinal diagnostics was further 275 
tested for potential applicability in retinal therapy. The results are summarized in Fig. 5, where pre-276 
diagnostics, therapy and post-diagnostics using different modalities of the laser were done on retinal 277 
RPE on two different sites with different laser treatment settings. The therapeutic laser parameters 278 
were set in such a way to create noticeable (first experiment) to significant structural damage (second 279 
experiment). A 40-times higher fluence compared to the diagnostic pulse was needed to induce 280 
damage, which was achieved by lowering the laser frequency to 1 MHz. The effect of the increased 281 
energy per pulse was observed locally within the chosen treatment region on the few sites with the 282 
higher average melanin content than in surroundings.  . 283 

The local change in τm shows that the effect is highly dependent on the local molecular environment, 284 
rich in waste material (lipofuscin) and essentially, absorbing melanin specific for retinal pigment 285 
epithelium. Furthermore, the effect causes local reduction of the autofluorescence signal as well, that 286 
was particularly shown for short therapy laser pulses before [36]. Due to the orders of magnitude 287 
shorter laser pulses that deliver lower energy doses, a negligible thermal effect was induced as 288 
opposed to the known thermal photocoagulation therapies [42]. High peak powers reaching 1011 289 
W/cm2 irradiance rather introduced local plasma mediated ablation [43] on the sites with high melanin 290 
content. Melanin can thus indirectly or directly contribute to the changes in fluorescence lifetime – 291 
the effect, which has already been documented [44]. It is almost surprising to note, that melanin, a 292 
complex mixture of different biopolymers derived from tyrosine, known as a broadband absorber, can 293 
even express a complex emission decay with fluorescence decay ranging from ps to ns [17]. Another 294 
explanation for the decrease in the lifetime in those local regions would be a photo-disruptive effect 295 
of laser on lipofuscin rich molecules with longer lifetimes that lose part of the fluorescence. 296 

We have shown that both functional diagnostics using FLIM and local therapy inducing photo-ablation 297 
can be done by the same laser source. However, the study was performed on the fixated ex-vivo retina 298 
thus questioning the relevance of the used theranostics parameters for in-vivo. It was previously shown 299 
that fixation can cause a change in the scattering coefficient and retardance to the tissue but the 300 
absorption coefficient remains unchanged [45]. We can thus expect that therapeutic parameters 301 
would not be significantly changed when targeting non-fixated tissues. 302 

To sum up, the developed MOPA GS fiber laser has fulfilled several demands for the technology being 303 
applicable in future theranostics: 304 

1) Capability of operating at a high repetition rate and sufficient fluence (orange shade of parameter 305 
space in Fig. 1) in a controlled, scanning-like approach [46] to collect diagnostics signal in order to 306 
localize the following therapeutic pulses (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5); 307 

2) Energy per pulse as well as repetition rate were adaptable depending on the mode of action. 308 
Diagnostics mode used low power and high repetition rate (orange shade of parameter space in 309 
Fig. 1) and in therapy mode vice versa (blue shades of parameter space in Fig. 1); 310 

3) By merging the two modes of action – diagnostics and therapy, the system reduces the need of 311 
more sophisticated eye-tracking systems; 312 

4) The system is cost-effective, which is beneficial once introduced into clinics. 313 

 314 



5 Conclusions 315 

Compact fiber-laser-based on high-speed gain-switched DFB laser diode has been shown to achieve 316 
adaptable / independently tuneable repetition rate and energy per pulse allowing coupled two-photon 317 
fluorescence lifetime diagnostics and photo-induced ablation therapy of local molecular environment 318 
in a complex retinal tissue. Several demands for potential applicability in future theranostics were met 319 
and discussed thoroughly. This was the first example of implementing a cost-effective adaptive laser 320 
source to show efficient simultaneous two-photon based functional diagnostics and therapy on the 321 
relevant human ex-vivo retinal sample. However, further laser development is needed before 322 
application in clinical trials that could eventually enable advanced theranostics of retinal tissues in-323 
vivo.  324 
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